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ABSTRACT
We present GroupTravel, a framework that generates cus-
tomized travel packages (TPs) for a group of individuals.
GroupTravel implements different consensus functions pro-
posed in group recommendation to reach agreement among
members. Given a group whose members provide a travel
query,GroupTravel returnsk Composite Items (CIs) of Points
Of Interest (POIs) that are valid, representative, cohesive and
personalized. Validity is achieved by satisfying the query
expressed by the group. Representativity ensures good cov-
erage of a city. Cohesiveness reflects geographic proximity
of POIs forming a CI. Personalization is achieved by choos-
ing POIs that best match the travel preferences of group
members. Additionally, group members can interact with
generated TPs to customize them. With extensive synthetic
experiments and user studies, we examine the benefit of
personalization and the impact of different group consensus
on user satisfaction. We also show that providing the ability
to interact with TPs and reflecting that in the consensus
yields better TPs.
1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to generate a travel package (TP) that best fits a
traveler’s profile is a longstanding problem that has been
studied for years (e.g., [1–3]). In this work, we develop
GroupTravel, a framework that generates TPs for a group
of individuals traveling together. A TP is a set of k Com-
posite Items (CIs), each of which is formed by Points of
Interest (POIs) in a city. GroupTravel personalizes TPs based
on a group profile that is computed as an aggregation of
its members’ preferences. GroupTravel allows travelers in a
group to further customize the proposed TP via interaction.
GroupTravel extends recent work that focused on a single
traveler at a time [4] to reach consensus between multiple
travelers [5, 6].
Travel Packages as Composite Items. A TP is a set of k
CIs. CIs are useful in planning a city tour, selecting books
for a reading club, or organizing a movie rating contest [1, 7–
15]. Each CI satisfies a query that specifies desired POI cate-
gories and a budget constraint [13]. An objective function
is defined to build a TP containing k valid, representative,
cohesive, and personalized CIs. Validity ensures that each
CI satisfies the query. Representativity enforces that the
k CIs “cover” the city. Cohesiveness forms CIs containing
geographically close POIs. Finally, personalization ensures
that the CIs contain POIs that match the members’ travel
preferences. We use a fuzzy clustering algorithm to find the
best k CIs forming a TP.
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For example, a group wishing to visit Paris may request
a TP consisting of five CIs, one per day. The group specifies
a query which dictates CI validity: each CI must contain
an accommodation, a restaurant, three attractions and one
transportation mode, and such that the overall cost of vis-
iting POIs in a CI is no more than $100. Figure 1 shows
the TP returned by GroupTravel. Each CI contains a set of
co-located POIs that can be visited in one day. In addition,
the TP formed by the set of 5 CIs, provides a good coverage
of Paris and the POIs in each CI match the group members’
travel preferences.
In this paper, we make three contributions. We formalize the
problem of building a TP for a group of travelers. We define
how group members can interact with the generated TP to
further customize it. We run synthetic experiments and user
studies to validate GroupTravel’s effectiveness in generating a
satisfying TP for groups.
First contribution: TPs for groups. GroupTravel takes
as input a query and individual travel profiles. It outputs
a personalized TP for the group. The preference of a group
for an item must reflect the degree to which the item is pre-
ferred by all group members. The group preference must also
capture the level at which members disagree or agree with
each other. All other conditions being equal, an item that
draws high agreement should have a higher score than an
item with a lower overall group agreement. The different
ways of aggregating group preference and group disagree-
ment result in different group consensus methods ranging
from average preference, to least misery and disagreement-
based methods [16–18]. We leverage those definitions to
generate a group travel profile from individual preferences.
Second contribution: interactive TPs. In [4], we exam-
ined the benefits of letting a user interact with a TP to
customize it. The rationale is that even though the k CIs
are valid, representative, cohesive, and personalized, a user
may still want to intervene after seeing the travel options
available in a city. We showed that providing interaction
primitives to the user enabled expressing additional contex-
tual preferences such as exploring some neighborhoods in a
city or requesting a new CI which contains a specific POI. In
this paper, we examine the benefit of interactivity in Group-
Travel, i.e., for a group of individuals traveling together. To
achieve that, we define the impact of each operation on a
TP and on the profile of a group.
Figure 2 illustrates the flow of GroupTravel. Given a
group of travelers and a consensus function, a group profile
is generated from individual profiles. Our fuzzy clustering
algorithm admits a geographic region (e.g., a city), a query
and the group profile. It generates a TP that is shown to
the travelers who can modify CIs, delete CIs, or generate
new CIs. This interaction is reflected in the group’s profile
by updating the overall group preferences according to the
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Requested query contains one 
accommodation, one 
transportation, one restaurant, 
and three attractions, with a 
budget of $100.
DAY 1
DAY 2
DAY 3
DAY 4
DAY 5
Figure 1: A 5-day travel package (TP) in Paris consisting of 5 Composite Items (CIs) of POIs for the group query
⟨1 accommodation, 1 transportation, 1 restaurant, 3 attractions, $100⟩. Letters A, T, R, and H on POIs represent categories
of accommodation, transportation, restaurant, and attraction, respectively.
Figure 1: A 5-day travel package (TP) in Paris consisting of 5 Composite Items (CIs) of POIs for the group query
h1 accomodation, 1 transportation, 1 restaurant , 3 attractions, $100i
consensus functions proposed for group recommendation
in the context of group travel, and (2) examine the ben-
e￿t of interactive customization for groups. Summarize
￿ndings.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe our data model. Our approach for building group
travel packages using Composite Items is described in Sec-
tion 3. Experiments are reported in Section ??. The related
work is reviewed in Section 5. We conclude with a summary
of our work and a discussion of future work in Section 6.
2 DATA MODEL
2.1 Items
Our travel packages are built using Points Of Interest (POIs)
in a city. Table 1 shows sample POIs in Paris. In our exper-
iments, we use the TourPedia dataset.1 It consists of POIs
in eight cities which are divided into four main categories
(cat for short): 1) accommodation (acco), 2) transportation
(trans), 3) restaurant (rest ) and 4) attraction (attr ). Each
POI or item i has a unique id, a name, a longitude and a
latitude. To be able to set the rest of the attributes for the
items in our dataset, we augment it with additional infor-
mation extracted from Foursquare.2 Using the Foursquare
API, we retrieved the type of each item i . For instance, in
the case of an accommodation item i , i .t pe will be set to
either a hotel, a hostel, a motel, a college residence hall, etc.
Similarly, for a transportation item i , we set i .t pe to its
transportation mode which can be a tram station, a train
station, a car rental, a bike rental and so on. To set i .ta s
for an item i , we retrieved all the tags provided by users on
Foursquare for item i . Finally, the cost of visiting item i or
i .cost was estimated as lo (#checkins(i)) where #checkins(i)
is the number of people that checked in POI i on Foursquare.
The intuition behind this is that the more people check in
POI i , the more crowded it is likely to be and hence the more
expensive it will be [15].
1http://tour-pedia.org/about/
2https://foursquare.com/
2.2 User Pro￿le
Our goal is to provide a group of users with personalized
travel packages. To do that, we build a group travel pro￿le
which captures the preferences of group members for di￿er-
ent types of POIs. We start by de￿ning a single-user pro￿le
and then explain how we aggregate the pro￿les of di￿erent
users to generate a group pro￿le.
Each user u is associated with a pro￿le for each POI
category c (i.e., acco, trans , rest or attr ), which is a vector
de￿ned as follows:
Æu = hu1, · · · ,uni
where n is the number of di￿erent POI types in category c
and each uj , 1  j  n is a score between 0 and 1.
One way to set the vector Æu is to ask the user to state
her preferences for the di￿erent types of POIs. In case the
POI types are not su￿cient to capture all the dimensions
of travel preferences for users, we can try to learn these
other dimensions from the data. For accommodation and
transportation, the types are well-de￿ned (e.g., Bicycle, Bus,
Tram for transportation and Hotel, Hostel, Resort for accom-
modation). For restaurants and attractions, we leverage their
tags to capture information such as cuisine and ambiance
for restaurants, or type and entrance fee for attractions.
Particularly, we rely on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
applied to tags to identify latent topics for restaurants and
attractions [19]. This results in several types such as "art
gallery, museum, library" and "garden, park, event hall" for
attractions, and "Japanese, sushi" and "beer, wine, bistro" for
restaurants.
To set the individual components of the vector Æu, we do
the following. For the case of transportation and accommo-
dation, we ask the user to provide a rating r j between 0 and 5
for each accommodation or transportation type sj . Similarly,
for restaurants and attractions, we ask the user to provide
a rating r j between 0 and 5 for each latent topic sj where
each topic is represented by representative tags. Finally, we
set the score uj in the user pro￿le as the normalized rating
over all types or topics. That is,
uj =
r jPn
k=1 rk
user 1
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in the context of group travel, and (2) examine the ben-
e￿t of interactive customization for groups. Summarize
￿ndings.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe our data model. Our approach for building group
travel packages using Composite Items is described in Sec-
tion 3. Experiments are reported in Section ??. The related
work is reviewed in Section 5. We conclude with a summary
of our work and a discussion of future work in Section 6.
2 DATA MODEL
2.1 Item
Our travel packages are built using Points Of Interest (POIs)
in a city. Table 1 shows sample POIs in Paris. In our exper-
iments, we use the T urPedia dataset.1 It consists of POIs
in eight cities which are divided into four main categories
(cat for short): 1) accommodation (acco), 2) transportation
(trans), 3) restaurant (rest ) and 4) attraction (attr ). Each
POI or item i has a unique id, a name, a longitude and a
latitude. To be able to set the rest f the attributes for the
items in our dataset, we augment it with additional infor-
mation extracted from Foursquare.2 Using the Foursquare
API, we retrieved the type of each item i . For instance, in
the case of an accommo ation item i , i .t pe will be set to
either a hotel, a hostel, a motel, a college reside ce hall, etc.
Similarly, for a transportation item i , we set i .t pe to its
transportation mode which can be a tram station, a train
station, a car rental, a bike rental and so on. To set i .ta s
for an ite i , we retrieved all the tags provided by users on
Foursquare for item i . Finally, the cost of visiting item i or
i .cost was estimated as lo (#checkins(i)) where #checkins(i)
is the number of people that checked in POI i on Foursquare.
The intuition behind this is that the more people check in
POI i , the more crowded it is likely to be and hence the more
expensive it will be [15].
1http://tour-pedia.org/about/
2https://foursquare.com/
2.2 Use Pro￿l
Our goal is to provide a group of users with personalized
travel packages. To do that, we build a group travel pro￿le
which captures the preferences of group members for di￿er-
ent types of POIs. We start by de￿ning a single-user pro￿le
and then explain how we aggregate the pro￿les of di￿erent
users to generate a group pro￿le.
Each user u is associated with a pro￿le for each POI
category c (i.e., acco, trans , rest or attr ), which is a vector
de￿ned as follows:
Æu = hu1, · · · ,uni
where n is the number of di￿erent POI types in category c
and each uj , 1  j  n is a score between 0 and 1.
One way to set the vector Æu is to ask the user to state
her preferences for the di￿erent types of POIs. In case the
POI types are not s ￿cient to capture all the dimensions
of travel refere ces for users, we can try to learn these
other dimensions from the ata. For accommodation a d
transportation, the types are well-de￿ned (e.g., Bicycle, Bus,
Tram for transportation and Hotel, Hostel, Resort for accom-
modation). For restaurants and attractions, we leverage their
tags to capture informatio such as cuisine and ambiance
for restaurants, or type and entrance fee for attractions.
Particularly, we rely on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
applied to tags to i entify latent topics for restaurants and
attracti ns [19]. This results in several types such as "art
gallery, museum, library" and "garden, park, event hall" for
attractions, and "Japanese, sushi" and "beer, wine, bistro" for
restaurants.
To set the individual comp nents of the vector Æu, e do
the following. For the case of transportation and accommo-
dation, we ask the user to provide a rating r j between 0 and 5
for each accommodation or transportation type sj . Similarly,
for restaurants and attractions, we ask the user to provide
a rating r j between 0 and 5 for each latent topic sj where
each topic is represented by representative tags. Finally, we
set the score uj in the user pro￿le as the normalized rating
over all types or topics. That is,
uj =
r jPn
k=1 rk
u er m
group consensus 
methods 
average preference 
least misery 
pair-wise disagreement 
disagreement variance
travel group 풢
i .id i .name i .cat i .coor i .type i .tags i .cost
1 Le Burgundy acco h48.8679, 2.3256i hotel luxury suites cognac champagne bar gastronomic
restaurant spa
3.00
2 The Bicycle Store trans h48.8642, 2.3658i bike shop accessoires velo beach cruiser bicycle paris ￿xed
gear
2.71
3 Un Zèbre à Mont-
martre
rest h48.886, 2.3348i french bankers bar brunch cafe comedy ￿replace frat
hipsters liquor margaritas
3.20
4 Les Arts Décoratifs a￿r h48.8632, 2.3334i museum arts contemporary decorative exhibition fashion
gallery mode modern museum
3.86
Table 1: Sample points of interest in Paris
2.3 Group Pro￿le
Similar to users, a group of users is associated with a group
pro￿le for each POI category c (i.e., acco, trans , rest or attr ),
which is a vector de￿ned as follows:
Æ  = h 1, · · · , ni
where n is the number of di￿erent POI types in category c ,
and each  j , 1  j  n is a score between 0 and 1.  j re￿ects
the preference of group G for a POI type by aggregating the
pr ferences of group members.
To compute each j , we need to aggregate the preferences
uj of each user u 2 G. To do so, we leverage consensus
functions that were previously proposed in the context of
group recommendation [16, 17]. A consensus function is
used to aggregate two components: group preference and
group disagreement. Intuitively, to compute  j , we need to
re￿ect the degree to which the jth POI type in a given category
is preferred by all group members, and capture the level at
which members disagree or agree with each other about the
jth POI type in a given category. All other conditions being
equal, a POI that draws high agreement should have a higher
score than a POI with a lower overall group agreement. We
revisit the de￿nitions we introduced in [18] to compute
group consensus as a combination of group preference and
group disagreement.
Group preference. The degree to which the ith POI type
i a given category is preferred by all group members is
denoted pj , and is computed using one of two common
pr ference aggregation functions:
(1) Average Preference: pj = 1|G |
P
u 2G
uj
(2) Least-Misery Preference: pj = min
u 2G uj
Group disagreement. The level at which members dis-
agree or agree with each other about the jth POI type in a
given category is denoted dj , and is computed using one of
two common disagreement computation functions:
(1) Average Pair-wise Disagreement:
dj = 2|G |( |G | 1)
P
u,  2G
(|uj   j |,
(2) Disagreement Variance:
dj = 1|G |
P
u 2G
(uj   µ j )2 where µi = 1|G |
P
u 2G
uj
The average pair-wise disagreement function computes
the average of pair-wise di￿erences in individual prefer-
ences for the jth POI type among group members, while
the variance disagreement function computes the mathe-
matical variance of individual preferences. Intuitively, the
closer the preferences between usersu and  , the lower their
disagreement.
Group consensus.We are now ready to compute a single
group consensus score  j for the jth POI type in a given
category . We do that by combining group preference and
disagreement as follows:
 j = w ⇥ pj + (1  w) ⇥ dj
where 0  w  1 and it speci￿es the relative importance of
preference and disagreement in the overall group consen-
sus. We hence have four possible consensus functions that
combine preference and disagreement to compute a single
score  j in the group pro￿le.
Example. Consider a family (a couple with three kids)
which forms a travel group   of size 4. Their preferences for
visiting the museum of Les Arts Décoratifs in Paris (item
with id = 4 in Table 1) are 4, 5, 3, and 1, for the father,
mother, the teenage child, and the kid, respectively. Using
average preference method, the group preference of this
item for   becomes p4 = 3.25. However the group prefer-
ence towards the museum gets as low as 1.00 using the least
misery method. Least misery favors the most unhappy user
in the group, hence the preference of the kid dominates oth-
ers’. On the other hand, the average pair-wise disagreement
between  ’s members becomes d4 = 2.17. Also, the disagree-
ment variance becomes d4 = 2.19. Given w = 0.5,  ’s con-
sensus for the museum becomes  4 = 2.71 by considering
average preference and average pairwise disagreement as
the group preference and group disagreement components,
respectively.
3 BUILDING GROUP TRAVEL
PACKAGES
In this section, we de￿ne and solve the problem of building
personalized travel packages for groups. We start by intro-
ducing Composite Items and travel packages, and formulate
building travel packages as a fuzzy clustering problem. We
then discuss how groups can interact with travel packages
to customize them using our system GroupTravel.
3.1 Composite Items
A Composite Item is a set of POIs of di￿erent types. To be
able to de￿ne what constitutes a CI, we rely on a group
query which is a vector de￿ned as follows:
Æq = h#c1, · · · , #cm ,Bi
wherem is the number of POI categories (4 in our dataset),
#c j , 1  j  m speci￿es the number of items for POI cate-
gory c j , and B is a total budget.
A query indicates which categories of POIs, and how
many of them, should constitute a CI. For example, the
query Æq = h1 acco, 1 trans, 2 rest , 1 attr , $120i represents a
generate travel 
packages for 
groups
personalized travel 
package for group 풢
group query qgroup profile
points of interest
customizing the 
travel package
Figure 2: GroupTravel framework
quested changes. The w gr up profile can then be used
t genera e other TPs in the same or in a different city and
test the “robustness” of the updated profile across ci ies.
Third contribution: ex erimen s. The purpose of our
experi ents is two-fold: (1) study the utility of consensus
functions from group recommendation in the context of
GroupTravel, and (2) examine the benefit of interactive cus-
tomization f r groups. We run two extensive sets of exper-
i nts. In the first, we gen rate synthetic data to exam-
ine the relationship b twee group characteristics (group
size, agreement between members, and consensus meth-
ods) and optimization dimensions (representativity, cohe-
siv ness, and person liza ion). In th second, w run an
extens v user tudy with real users from Figure-Eight1 and
Amazon Mechanic l Turk2. Our study evaluates the use-
fulness of GroupTravel by asking actual users about their
satisfaction with TPs before and after customization.
Our finding extend previous work for single travelers [4]
and in group recommendation [5, 6]. In particular, we find
that customization makes travel profiles more robust. Ad-
ditionally, we find that disagreement-based consensus per-
forms best in terms of all optimization dimensions, and for
all different group variants (uniform and non-uniform as
well as small, medium and large). Least misery, on the other
hand, is more successful at satisfying the median user in
larger groups with diverse tastes.
We also observe that TPs for non-uniform groups are
more cohesive than TPs for uniform groups. This result
1http://www.figure-eight.com/
2https://www.mturk.com/
generalizes previous work where a tens on between p r-
sonalization and cohesiveness was observed for individual
users: the more person lized a TP is, th less likely it is to be
cohesive, and vice v rsa [4]. Non-uniform groups contain
m mbers with diverse pref rences. This diversi y dil tes
personalization (the aggr gated profile expresses lower pref-
erenc s than individual profiles). Given that, cohesiveness
is like y to be hi her for non-uniform groups. Simila ly, the
c hesiveness of unifor groups incr ases with group size,
while their personalization ecreases.
Our user study validates our objective function by show-
ing that personalized TPs perform well and are liked bet-
ter than non-personalized and random TPs. We also find
that TPs obtained using average preference and least mis-
ery are best for uniform groups, whereas TPs obtained us-
ing disagreement-based methods are best for non-uniform
groups. Similarly, incorporating inter-member disagreements
is shown to be the best way to reach a consensus within
diverse groups.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe our data model. Our approach for building group
travel packages and interacting wit them is described in
Section 3. Experiments are reported in Section 4. The related
work is reviewed in Section 5. We conclude with a summary
of our work and a discussion of future work in Section 6.
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i .id i .name i .cat i .coordinates i .type i .tags i .cost
1 Le Burgundy acco ⟨48.8679, 2.3256⟩ hotel luxury suites cognac champagne bar gastronomic
restaurant spa
3.00
2 The Bicycle Store trans ⟨48.8642, 2.3658⟩ bike shop accessoires vélo beach cruiser bicycle paris fixed
gear
2.71
3 Un Zèbre à Mont-
martre
rest ⟨48.886, 2.3348⟩ french bankers bar brunch café comedy fireplace frat
hipsters liquor margaritas
3.20
4 Les Arts Décoratifs attr ⟨48.8632, 2.3334⟩ museum arts contemporary decorative exhibition fashion
gallery mode modern museum
3.86
Table 1: Sample Points Of Interest in Paris
2 DATA MODEL
2.1 Items
Our travel packages are built using Points Of Interest (POIs)
in a city. Table 1 shows sample POIs in Paris. In our exper-
iments, we use the TourPedia dataset.3 It consists of POIs
in eight cities which are divided into four main categories
(cat for short): (1) accommodation (acco), (2) transportation
(trans), (3) restaurant (rest ) and (4) attraction (attr ). Each
POI or item i has a unique id, a name, a longitude and a
latitude. To be able to set the rest of the attributes for the
items in our dataset, we augment it with additional infor-
mation extracted from Foursquare.4 Using the Foursquare
API, we retrieved the type of each item i . For instance, in
the case of an accommodation item i , i .type will be set to
either a hotel, a hostel, a motel, a college residence hall, etc.
Similarly, for a transportation item i , we set i .type to its
transportation mode which can be a tram station, a train
station, a car rental, a bike rental, and so on. To set i .taдs
for an item i , we retrieved all the tags provided by users on
Foursquare for item i . Finally, there are may ways of setting
the cost of visiting an item i or i .cost including declarative
data.
2.2 User Profile
Our goal is to provide a group of users with personalized
travel packages. To do that, we build a group travel profile
which captures the preferences of group members for differ-
ent types of POIs. We start by defining a single-user profile
and then explain how we aggregate the profiles of different
users to generate a group profile.
Each user u is associated with a profile for each POI
category c (i.e., acco, trans, rest or attr), which is a vector
defined as follows:
®u = ⟨u1, · · · ,un⟩
where n is the number of different POI types in category c
and each uj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a score between 0 and 1.
To simplify our notation, c does not appear in ®u. One way
to set the vector ®u is to ask the user to state her preferences
for the different types of POIs. In case the POI types are
not sufficient to capture all the dimensions of travel prefer-
ences for users, we can try to learn these other dimensions
from the data. For accommodation and transportation, the
types are well-defined (e.g., Bicycle, Bus, Tram for trans-
portation, and Hotel, Hostel, Resort for accommodation).
For restaurants and attractions, we leverage their tags to
3http://tour-pedia.org/about/
4https://foursquare.com/
capture information such as cuisine and ambiance for restau-
rants, or type and entrance fee for attractions. Particularly,
we rely on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) applied to tags
to identify latent topics for restaurants and attractions [19].
This results in several types such as “art gallery, museum,
library” and “garden, park, event hall” for attractions, and
“Japanese, sushi” and “beer, wine, bistro” for restaurants.
To set the individual components of the vector ®u, we do
the following. For the case of transportation and accommo-
dation, we ask the user to provide a rating r j between 0 and 5
for each accommodation or transportation type sj . Similarly,
for restaurants and attractions, we ask the user to provide
a rating r j between 0 and 5 for each latent topic sj where
each topic is represented by representative tags. Finally, we
set the score uj in the user profile as the normalized rating
over all types or topics, i.e.,
uj =
r j∑n
k=1 rk
2.3 Group Profile
Similar to users, a group of users G is associated with a
group profile for each POI category c (i.e., acco, trans, rest
or attr), which is a vector defined as follows:
®д = ⟨д1, · · · ,дn⟩
where n is the number of different POI types in category c ,
and each дj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a score between 0 and 1. The
value дj reflects the preference of group G for a POI type
by aggregating the preferences of group members.
To compute each дj , we need to aggregate the prefer-
ences uj of each user u ∈ G. To do so, we leverage consensus
functions that were previously proposed in the context of
group recommendation [17, 18]. A consensus function is
used to aggregate two components: group preference and
group disagreement. Intuitively, to compute дj , we need to
reflect the degree to which the jth POI type in a given category
is preferred by all group members, and capture the level at
which members disagree or agree with each other about the jth
POI type in a given category.All other conditions being equal,
a POI that draws high agreement should have a higher score
than a POI with a lower overall group agreement. We re-
visit the definitions we introduced in [16] to compute group
consensus as a combination of group preference and group
disagreement.
Group preference. The degree to which the jth POI type
in a given category is preferred by all group members is
denoted pj , and is computed using one of two common
preference aggregation functions:
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(1) Average Preference: pj = 1|G |
∑
u ∈G
uj
(2) Least-Misery Preference: pj = min
u ∈G uj
Group disagreement. The level at which members dis-
agree or agree with each other about the jth POI type in a
given category is denoted dj , and is computed using one of
two common disagreement computation functions:
(1) Average Pair-wise Disagreement:
dj = 2|G |( |G |−1)
∑
u,v ∈G
(|uj −vj |),
(2) Disagreement Variance:
dj = 1|G |
∑
u ∈G
(uj − µ j )2 where µ j = 1|G |
∑
u ∈G
uj
The average pair-wise disagreement function computes
the average of pair-wise differences in individual prefer-
ences for the jth POI type among group members, while
the variance disagreement function computes the mathe-
matical variance of individual preferences. Intuitively, the
closer the preferences between usersu andv , the lower their
disagreement.
Group consensus.We are now ready to compute a single
group consensus score дj for the jth POI type in a given
category. We do that by combining group preference and
disagreement as follows:
дj = w1 × pj +w2 × (1 − dj )
where 0 ≤ w1,w2 ≤ 1, w1 +w2 = 1, and they specify the
relative importance of preference and disagreement in the
overall group consensus, respectively. We hence have four
possible consensus functions that combine preference and
disagreement to compute a single score дj in the group
profile.
Example. Consider a family (a couple with three kids)
which forms a travel group G of size 4. Their preferences
for visiting museums are 0.8, 1.0, 0.6, and 0.2, for the fa-
ther, mother, the teenage child, and the kid, respectively,
where 1.0 reflects the highest preference. Using average
preference method, the group preference for this POI type is
p = 0.65. However the group preference towards museums
gets as low as 0.2 using the least misery method. Least mis-
ery favors the most unhappy user in the group, hence the
preference of the kid dominates others’. On the other hand,
the average pair-wise disagreement between G’s members
is d = 0.43. Also, the disagreement variance is d = 0.088.
Given w1 = 0.5 (hence w2 = 0.5), G’s consensus for mu-
seums is д = 0.61 by considering average preference and
average pair-wise disagreement as the group preference and
group disagreement components, respectively.
3 BUILDING GROUP TRAVEL
PACKAGES
In this section, we define and solve the problem of building
personalized travel packages for groups. We start by intro-
ducing Composite Items (CIs) and Travel Packages (TPs),
and formulate building travel packages as a fuzzy clustering
problem. We then discuss how groups can interact with
travel packages to customize them using GroupTravel.
3.1 Composite Items
A Composite Item is a set of POIs of different categories. To
be able to define what constitutes a CI, we rely on a group
query which is a vector defined as follows:
®q = ⟨#c1, · · · , #cm ,B⟩
wherem is the number of POI categories (4 in our dataset),
#c j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m specifies the number of items for POI cate-
gory c j , and B is a total budget.
A query indicates which categories of POIs, and how
many of them, should constitute a CI. For example, the
query ®q = ⟨1 acco, 1 trans, 2 rest, 1 attr, $120⟩ represents a
CI with 1 accommodation, 1 transportation, 2 restaurants
and 1 attraction for a daily budget of $120.
The query is used to define valid CIs as follows. Given
a set of items I and a query ®q = ⟨#c1, · · · , #cm ,B⟩, a valid
CI ⊆ I is a set of items such that (1) their categories
correspond to the requested categories in the group query,
and (2) the total budget of items forming the CI is at most B,
i.e.,

(i) ∀j ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, ∑
i ∈CI
1(i .cat , c j ) = #c j
(ii)
∑
i ∈CI
i .cost ≤ B
where 1 is an indicator function which is equal to 1 if the
category of item i is c j and 0 otherwise. We refer to the set
of valid CIs asV .
3.2 Travel Packages
We are now ready to define the notion of a group travel
package and formulate building travel packages as a fuzzy
clustering problem. Given a group G, a set of items I, and
a query ®q, we define a group travel package as a set of k
Composite Items TP = {CI1,CI2, · · · ,CIk } where eachCIj ⊆
I is a valid Composite Item.
A travel package is formed by valid and cohesive CIs that
are representative of the set of available items in the city. The
validity of a CI is expressed in terms of a query ®q as defined
in Section 3.1. Its cohesiveness must reflect how close the
items forming a CI are to each other. The intuition is that
each CI represents things to do in a given area of a city and
must thus have POIs that are geographically close to each
other. Finally, the representativity of a travel package serves
the purpose of providing a good coverage of the city [13].
KFC, the algorithm that solves that problem in [13], relies
on fuzzy clustering to position k centroids that “cover” the
whole dataset. CIs are then formed in the vicinity of these
centroids, which ensures that they provide a good summary
of the dataset. In the context of this work, we may want to
see a given item in different CIs. For example, a user’s hotel
could belong to multiple CIs. The same applies to a museum
if the user wants to go back to the museum (as is the case for
the “Louvre museum” in Paris that requires more than one
visit). Contrary to hard clustering, fuzzy clustering allows
each data point to participate in multiple clusters [20]. Thus,
KFC is a natural choice for us to generate travel packages.
To be able to generate CIs, we define an item vector for
each POI i as follows:
®i = ⟨i1, · · · , in⟩
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where n is the number of types for the POI category that
item i belongs to, and each i j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n is a score between
0 and 1. The item vector ®i is set based on the category of the
item i . For accommodation and transportation items (i.e.,
i .cat = acco or i .cat = trans), we set i j as follows:
i j =
{
1, if i .type = tj
0, otherwise
where tj is the jth type in the category that item i belongs
to. For restaurants and attractions, the item vector ®i is set
to the topic distribution vector for item i obtained from
applying LDA.
To generate a personalized travel package TP for a groupG,
we optimize the following objective function:
arдmax
M,W
α
k∑
j=1
∑
i ∈I
w
f
i j (1 − Euclidean(i, µ j ))+
k∑
j=1
max
CIj ∈V
(
β
∑
i ∈CIj
(1 − Euclidean(i, µ j ))+
γ
∑
i ∈CIj
Cosine(®i, ®д)
)
s .t . ∀i ∈ I,
k∑
j=1
wi j = 1
(1)
In Equation 1, we use a normalized geographic Euclidean
distance between two items, and Cosine similarity between
an item vector and the group profile vector for the category
the item belongs to. Euclidean distance is an an approxi-
mation of Haversine calculations on a spherical space (to
measure the distance in miles/kilometers between two lat-
itudes and longitudes) with Equirectangular calculations
on a Euclidean space to gain performance. This approxima-
tion makes sense for short distances within a city as we
have experimentally observed that our performance gain
is 30x with only 0.1% of precision loss. To obtain a normal-
ized Euclidean distance, we divide all distance values by the
largest observed distance value. M = {µ1, µ2, · · · , µk } is a
set of k centroids,W is a weight matrix of size |I |×k which
contains thewi j weights indicating which item belongs to
which cluster. α and β are user-dependent parameters con-
trolling the weight of the optimization objectives, and f ≤ 1
is the weighting exponent used in fuzzy clustering.
The two components of the objective function are inher-
ited from KFC [13] and capture cohesiveness and represen-
tativity by choosing items i that are close to the centroid µ j
of each of the k clusters, where closeness is based on the
geographic distance. Those components serve to identify
cluster centroids µ j that are representative of the complete
dataset, while ensuring that the centroids obtained are close
to some valid CI (i.e., ∈ V). Maximizing the sum of the
similarities of all items in a CI to its centroid additionally
ensures the cohesiveness of the valid CI considered.
The last component, weighted with γ , captures person-
alization by comparing the similarity of the group’s profile
vector ®д to the item vector ®i . This allows the algorithm to
focus on producing CIs that are valid, cohesive and that
contain personalized items that matter to the group, rather
than any items.
3.3 Customizing Travel Packages
In order to customize travel packages, we provide group
members with a GUI where all the CIs forming a travel
package are displayed on an interactive map of the city. We
define five atomic operations to allow groups to refine their
preferences and produce customized TPs. Our operations
are:
(1) REMOVE(i ,CI ): remove POI i from Composite Item CI .
(2) ADD(i ,CI ): add POI i to a Composite Item CI . The user
can filter the POIs by category and type and the closest
items to CI satisfying the user filter are displayed for
the user to choose from.
(3) REPLACE(i ,CI ): replace POI i in CI with another POI. In
that case, the system recommends to the user the closest
POI j in terms of geographic distance and such that
i .cat = j .cat .
(4) GENERATE(RECTANGLE(x ,y,w,h)): generate a newCI that
is centered in the area enclosed by a rectangle whose
upper-left point is (x ,y), and with widthw and height h.
The generated CI is both valid and cohesive.
Using the above set of operations, group members can
customize the generated travel package until they are sat-
isfied with it. For example, a member can drop or add a
set of POIs in a given CI. She can also replace POIs with
others that the system recommends to ensure that the CI
remains as cohesive as possible. Finally, a group member
can completely delete a CI by iteratively removing items
in that CI until it is empty. Similarly, a group member can
generate a new CI by selecting an area in the map. The
group interactions with the CIs provide us with additional
information about the group travel preferences. Particularly,
they are useful in refining the group travel profile.
remove(T,CI)
replace(H,CI)
generate(rectangle(x,y,w,h))
The system suggests 
Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal as 
a replacement.
add(“Tour Monparnasse”, CI)
(x,y)
w
h
Figure 3: Customization operators
Figure 3 illustrates examples of customization operators
in Paris. For instance, a REMOVE operator is requested to dis-
card a bus stop in the area of “Invalides”. It is also requested
to ADD “Monparnasse tower” to the travel package as an
attraction. In response to a REPLACE operator, the system
suggests “Arsenal library” to replace “Pompidou library”.
Also a GENERATE operation is requested by defining an area
from “L’église de la Madeleine” to “Palais Royal”, where a
potential attraction POI is “Place Vendôme”.
Refining the group profile. The interactions of group
members with the provided CIs serve as implicit feedback
that can be used to update the group’s travel profile. This
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refinement serves two purposes: (1) make the group profile
robust so that fewer interactions will be needed in the future
including in other cities, (2) build long-lasting profiles for non-
ephemeral groups. We define two strategies for updating
the group profile: individual and batch strategies. The indi-
vidual strategy was defined for single travelers [4]. It first
refines each group member profile based on that member’s
interactions with the TP, if that member customized the TP.
It then aggregates all individual profiles into a new group
profile. The batch strategy gathers interactions performed
by all group members and directly refines the group profile.
We describe the batch strategy that is a direct adaptation of
the individual strategy.
Let ®д be the current group profile for POI category c .
Furthermore, assume a group member added a set of POIs
I+ that belong to category c . Also, assume a group member
removed a set of POIs I− that belong to category c . Now the
group vector ®д for category c can be updated as follows:
®д = ®д + ®д+ − ®д−
where
®д+ = 1|I + |
∑
i ∈I + ®i
and ®i is the item vector of item i as defined in Section 3.2.
The value ®д− will be set the exact same way as ®д+ by
replacing I+ with I− above. Finally, if any of the compo-
nents of the updated vector ®д falls below 0, the value of this
component will be set to 0.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We provide two sets of experiments. First, we generate syn-
thetic data to examine the relationship between group char-
acteristics (group size, uniformity, and consensus methods)
and optimization dimensions (representativity, cohesive-
ness, and personalization). As we do not recruit real partici-
pants in this experiment, we focus on dissecting the objec-
tive function of GroupTravel. In the second experiment, we
describe our user study which evaluates the usefulness of
GroupTravel by asking group members about their satisfac-
tion with the generated travel packages, before and after
customization.
4.1 Setup
Group composition.We build groups by aggregating pro-
files of individual users. In our synthetic experiment, user
profiles are generated at random. In our user study, user
profiles capture the travel preferences of the participants.
We form different groups by varying their size (the num-
ber of users in a group) and uniformity. Intuitively, a group
is more uniform if its members have similar preferences
with respect to POI types. The uniformity of a group G is a
value between 0 and 1 and is computed as the average pair-
wise Cosine similarity between profile vectors of all G’s
members, i.e.,
uniformity(G) = 2|G | |G−1 |
∑
u,v ∈G
Cosine(®u, ®v)
We consider three categories of group sizes, i.e., small groups
having 5members,medium groups having 10members, and
large groups having 100 members. We also consider two
categories of group uniformity, i.e., uniform groups having
a uniformity value larger then 0.85, and non-uniform groups
having a uniformity value smaller than 0.20.
Group consensus.Recall from Section 2.3 that for a groupG,
we aggregate the individual user profiles to generate a group
profile by applying a group consensus as follows:
дj = w1 × pj +w2 × (1 − dj )
where pj represents a group preference for POI type j and dj
represents group disagreement for POI type j. We employ
the following variants of group consensus in our experi-
ments:
• Average preference, where pj is average preference and
w1 = 1.0 (i.e., group disagreement is not considered).
• Least misery, where pj is least misery and w1 = 1.0 (i.e.,
again group disagreement is not considered).
• Average preference with average disagreement, where pj
is average preference, dj is average pair-wise disagreement
andw1 = 0.5. Hereinafter, we call this method “pair-wise
disagreement” for simplicity.
• Average preference with disagreement variance, where pj
is average preference, dj is disagreement variance andw1 =
0.5. Hereinafter, we call this method “disagreement vari-
ance” for simplicity.
4.2 Optimization dimensions
Once a TP is computed for a group, we measure each com-
ponent of our optimization objective, representativity, co-
hesiveness and personalization (Section 3.2).
Representativity measures the collective coverage of POIs
in a TP over a region of interest, e.g., a city. The farther CIs in
a TP are from each other, the higher the TP’s representativity.
Representativity is measured as follows:
representativity(TP) =
k∑
l=1
k∑
j=l
Euclidean(µl , µ j ) (2)
where µl is the centroid of the composite item Cl , and
Euclidean(µl , µ j ) measures the Euclidean distance between
the centroids µl and µ j . Recall from Section 3.2 that the
Euclidean distance is an an approximation of Haversine
calculations.
Cohesiveness measures the geographical compactness of
CIs in a TP, i.e., how close the POIs in a CI are to each other.
It is measured as follows:
cohesiveness(TP) = S −
( ∑
CI ∈TP
∑
i, j ∈CI
Euclidean(i, j)
)
(3)
where Euclidean(i, j) measures the Euclidean distance be-
tween the geographical coordinates of POIs i and j . The con-
stant S defines the maximum possible sum of distances over
CIs in a TP. In our synthetic experiment, we set S = 221.79
as the largest observed value for aggregated distances.
While representativity and cohesiveness evaluate TPs
in a geographical domain, personalization evaluates them
in terms of preferences (using the profile vector ®д for the
group G). Personalization is measured as follows:
personalization(TP,G) = ∑
CI ∈TP
∑
i ∈CI
Cosine(®i, ®д) (4)
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average preference least misery pair-wisedisagreement
disagreement
variance
R C P R C P R C P R C P
uniform
groups
small 100% 69% 95% 38% 0% 74% 100% 74% 99% 99% 79% 100%
medium 94% 70% 94% 75% 57% 73% 95% 77% 98% 96% 80% 98%
large 85% 73% 72% 76% 76% 68% 96% 87% 97% 97% 84% 96%
non-uniform
groups
small 17% 89% 75% 21% 76% 07% 98% 94% 98% 97% 90% 98%
medium 25% 90% 83% 14% 76% 7% 98% 98% 99% 98% 94% 98%
large 32% 96% 98% 13% 79% 00% 95% 100% 96% 95% 96% 93%
Table 2: Synthetic experiment for travel groups. Optimization dimensions are abbreviated as R for representativ-
ity, C for cohesiveness, and P for personalization.
4.3 Synthetic Data Experiment
Our goal in the synthetic data experiment is to examine
the relationship between group characteristics and our op-
timization dimensions. Preferences of real people will be
verified later in the user study (Section 4.4). Groups are
characterized by their uniformity, i.e., similarity between
members, size, and the consensus function used to aggregate
individual preferences.
4.3.1 Setup. We describe how we generate user and
group profiles and other settings in the synthetic exper-
iments.
Group profiles.We generate user profiles in an indepen-
dent roll-and-dice process. Each profile is a vector whose
cells contain preference values for different types of POIs.
We assign a random value between 0 and 1 to each cell in
the user profile vector. A group G is a matrix of |G| user pro-
files, where |G|∈ {5, 10, 100}. For each combination of group
size and group uniformity (uniform and non-uniform), we
generated 100 different random groups. For each generated
group, we computed a group profile using the four different
consensus methods. As a result, we obtained 2400 distinct
group profiles in total.
Query and objective function.We generate a TP for each
group profile. Each TP contains exactly 5 CIs that are valid
with respect to a default query, i.e., ⟨1 acco, 1 trans, 1 rest, 3
attr⟩. Also, we specify an infinite budget to ensure that all
popular POIs are included in the CIs. Regarding the weights
in our objective function (Equation 1), we always set γ = 1.0
for personalization, and we assign random values to α and β
in the range [0, 1] for representativity and cohesiveness, re-
spectively, in order to prevent bias towards an optimization
objective.
Optimization dimensions. For the TPs generated for group
profiles, we report representativity, cohesiveness, and per-
sonalization as defined in Equations 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
The values obtained for all dimensions are normalized in
the range [0, 1] in min-max style:
normalized_value(o) = value(o) −min(o)
max(o) −min(o)
where min(o) and max(o) are the smallest and highest
values of an optimization dimension o, respectively. Before
normalization, the values of representativity, cohesiveness,
and personalization were spread in the ranges [0.03, 41.39],
[19.29, 221.79], and [0.01, 0.16], respectively.
Validation of observations.We validate all our observa-
tions on optimization dimensions in terms of statistical sig-
nificance using the One-wayANOVA procedure, with the F -
measure of MSB/MSE5 and the significance level of p = 0.05.
ANOVA results are reported as F (n,k) = x given p < 0.05,
where n and k are the first and second degrees of freedom,
respectively, and x is the value obtained for the F -measure.
Fully-independent generation of user and group profiles en-
sures that the F -measure captures truly significant results.
We also compute the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
to validate linear correlations between attributes. PCC has
a value between +1 and −1, where +1 reflects a totally posi-
tive linear correlation, 0means no linear correlation, and −1
represents a totally negative linear correlation.
4.3.2 Summary of results. Table 2 reports the values of
the optimization dimensions averaged over 100 generated
groups. Overall, we observe that disagreement-based con-
sensus functions, whether pair-wise or variance, perform
best in terms of all optimization dimensions, and for all
different group variants. Least misery appears to be the
worst aggregation method. We also observe that TPs for
non-uniform groups are more cohesive than uniform groups.
However, the cohesiveness of uniform groups increases with
group size, while their personalization decreases. We also
note that there is a tension between personalization and
cohesiveness where more personalized TPs are less likely
to be cohesive.
Additionally, we report the similarity between the TP of a
group and its median user (Table 3). Overall, we observe that
the similarity decreases in larger groups. For non-uniform
groups, the best similarity values are achieved using least
misery, while for uniform groups, disagreement-based meth-
ods are superior.
4.3.3 Interpretation of results. We discuss the influence
of consensus functions, group uniformity, and group size,
on the optimization dimensions and the agreement between
individuals and groups.
Influence of consensus functions.We observe in Table 2
that TPs are generally more personalized when their associ-
ated group profile is built using a disagreement-based con-
sensus (variance disagreement and pair-wise disagreement).
Least misery is the worst consensus method for person-
alization. This shows that optimizing towards one single
group member is not an effective personalization strategy.
Incorporating inter-member disagreements is therefore the
5MSB: Mean Square Between, MSE: Mean Square Error
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average preference least misery pair-wisedisagreement
disagreement
variance
R C P R C P R C P R C P
uniform
groups
small 99% 31% 93% 38% 98% 75% 98% 26% 99% 98% 20% 99%
medium 86% 55% 85% 93% 66% 75% 87% 47% 99% 98% 45% 99%
large 99% 71% 94% 98% 68% 71% 98% 57% 99% 97% 61% 99%
non-uniform
groups
small 15% 73% 59% 83% 76% 64% 13% 74% 38% 14% 72% 37%
medium 21% 67% 28% 83% 81% 88% 21% 59% 14% 21% 63% 14%
large 5% 26% 2% 48% 44% 54% 2% 22% 1% 2% 23% 5%
Table 3: Agreement between median users and groups, where the value 100% represents the highest degree of
agreement. The symbol R stands for representativity, C for cohesiveness, and P for personalization.
best way to obtain POIs that satisfy everyone in a group,
regardless of group uniformity. We also observe that aver-
age preference and disagreement-based methods result in
similar representativity values, validating that fuzzy cluster-
ing achieves good representativity overall by strategically
placing centroids on a map.
Influence of group uniformity. We observe in Table 2
that TPs for non-uniform groups are always more cohesive
than TPs for uniform groups. This result generalizes pre-
vious work where a tension between personalization and
cohesiveness was observed for single-member groups: the
more personalized a TP is, the less likely it is to be cohe-
sive [4]. Non-uniform groups contain members with diverse
preferences. This diversity makes personalization weaker
(the aggregated profile expresses lower preferences than
individual profiles). Given that, cohesiveness is likely to be
higher for non-uniform groups.
Influence of group size. In Table 2, we observe that re-
gardless of the consensus function, cohesiveness increases
as uniform groups grow in size. The values of PCC are +0.98,
+0.73, +0.73, and +0.99 for average preference, least misery,
variance disagreement, and pair-wise disagreement, respec-
tively. As groups grow in size, their uniformity decreases
yielding a weaker personalization effect, which in turn fa-
vors cohesiveness. We also observe an inverse correlation
between personalization and group size for uniform groups.
The values of PCC are −0.99, −0.99, −0.89, and −0.89 for av-
erage preference, least misery, variance disagreement, and
pair-wise disagreement, respectively. That is explained by
the fact that in larger groups, the preferences of individ-
uals fade out and personalization decreases. This is also
compatible with the previous single-user study [4].
Agreement between individuals and groups. Table 3 re-
ports the similarity of individuals (the median user in each
group) and groups they belong to. The goal is to measure
the sacrifice of individuals when joining groups. For this aim,
we compute a median profile for each of the 600 previously
generated groups. The sum of Cosine values between the
profile of the median user u and all other members of u’s
group is the highest. We generate a TP for each median
user and compute the optimization dimensions for that TP.
Table 3 reports the similarity between the values of opti-
mization dimensions of a group and its median user. The
higher that value, the better it is from that median user’s
perspective.
A general observation is that group size and group uni-
formity play an important role. In large groups, preferences
of individuals fade out and returned TPs are farther from the
themedian user’s preferences. Concerning cohesiveness, the
highest similarity is obtained with least misery. It is also the
case for personalization. Least misery yields higher similar-
ity between the median user and the group for non-uniform
groups. Both findings are consistent with previous work on
group recommendation [5, 6], where least misery is more
successful at satisfying the median user in larger groups
with diverse tastes. For uniform groups, disagreement-based
methods are best for personalization.
4.4 User Study
The goal of our user study is to observe how GroupTravel
helps users obtain and refine a TP when traveling with
others. The study consists of two parts. First, we focus on
personalization aspects of GroupTravel and compare per-
sonalized and non-personalized TPs together. Second, we
shed light on customization and observe how enabling in-
teraction with TPs and their refinement can help improve
the group travel profile, which consequently means more
satisfactory TPs.
4.4.1 Setup. We recruited 3000 participants for our user
study. To ensure diversity, we gathered 2000 of them from
Figure-Eight platform6, and the remaining 1000 from Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk7. After pruning profiles with invalid
email addresses and/or identifiers, we retained 90.1% and
96.6% of the participants in the aforesaid platforms, respec-
tively. We based our choice for the number of study partici-
pants on Equation 5, that uses the central limit theorem [21].
Sample size =
z2×p(1−p)
e2
1 + ( z
2×p(1−p)
e2N )
(5)
We describe the parameters in Equation 5 as follows.
• N = 200, 000 is the population size, i.e., the number of
contributors on Figure-Eight and Amazon Mechanical
Turk platforms [22].
• e = 3% is the margin of error, i.e., the percentage of devia-
tion in result in the sample size compared with the total
population.
• z = 95% is the confidence level, i.e., if the job is repeated
100 times, 95 times out of 100 the result would lie within
the margin of error.
6http://www.figure-eight.com/
7https://www.mturk.com/
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random nonpersonalized
average
preference
least
misery
pair-wise
disagreement
disagreement
variance
uniform
small 3.42 3.59 3.54 3.53 3.77 3.65
medium 3.43 3.48 3.69 3.47 3.56 3.65
large 3.52 3.58 3.72 3.62 3.78 3.70
non-uniform
small 3.01 2.68 3.28 3.28 3.23 3.19
medium 3.01 2.94 3.17 3.19 3.21 3.26
large 3.05 3.00 3.14 2.84 3.09 3.12
Table 4: Independent evaluation of user study
• p = 50% is the percentage value, i.e., the expected result
value of the experiment. It is advised to put it at 50%when
the result is not known.
Our sample size rounded up to at least 1062 participants
based on the above formula. We recruited almost three times
more participants to allow flexibility in forming groups and
account for contributors who might quit the study before
fully completing it.
We built travel profiles for the recruited participants by
asking them to state their preferences on POI categories
using Google Forms8. We then used the generated user pro-
files to build groups with varying characteristics, i.e., size
and uniformity. For uniform groups, we generated 5 groups
of each size (small, medium, and large). We gathered assess-
ments from all members of small and medium groups, and
from 30 randommembers for large groups. For non-uniform
groups, we generated 3 groups for each size, and gathered
assessments from all members of small and medium groups,
and between 19 and 30 members for large groups. Each par-
ticipant was paid $0.01 for profile collection and $0.50 for
evaluating TPs.
4.4.2 Summary of results. Regarding personalization, we
observe that participants liked personalized TPs more than
non-personalized and random TPs. We also observe that
TPs associated with average preference and least misery are
the best performers for uniform groups, and TPs associated
with disagreement-based methods are highly appreciated by
members of non-uniform groups. Regarding customization,
we noticed the supremacy of the batch strategy over the
individual strategy in almost all cases.
4.4.3 Exploring personalization. In this part of the study,
we aim to evaluate how satisfied users are with personalized
TPs. We build personalized packages in the city of Paris.
Similarly to the synthetic data experiment, each TP contains
exactly 5 CIs that are valid with respect to a default query,
i.e., ⟨1 acco, 1 trans, 1 rest, 3 attr⟩. Also, we specify an infinite
budget to ensure that all popular POIs are included in the CIs.
We conduct two evaluations, independent and comparative.
Independent evaluation.Weaskedmembers of the formed
groups to evaluate TPs. The TPs under evaluation were ei-
ther non-personalized, or personalized with one of the four
group consensus methods. Non-personalized TPs were gen-
erated by setting the weight of the personalization dimen-
sion to 0 in the objective function. In addition, to filter unde-
sired participants, we injected a random TP which included
invalid CIs, and discarded input from participants who pre-
ferred that TP (23 participants). For each TP out of the 6 TPs
8https://docs.google.com/forms
to be evaluated (random, non-personalized, and personal-
ized with the four different consensus methods), we asked
the remaining 326 participants to indicate their interest in
visiting POIs in the TP with other members of the group, us-
ing a score between 1 and 5. A score of 1 means that there
are very few POIs that the participant is interested in, and a
score of 5 means that the participant is interested in almost
all of the POIs. To prevent bias, we did not share with par-
ticipants any details about the characteristics and members
of the group they are involved in.
Table 4 illustrates the results of our independent evalu-
ation. The average interest of participants who were not
filtered out is reported for groups with different sizes and
uniformity categories. The results validate our objective
function (Equation 1), because they show that personalized
TPs perform well and are liked better than non-personalized
and random TPs. We also observe that scores for uniform
groups remain fairly stable as groups become larger. How-
ever for non-uniform groups, scores decrease by group size.
This is in-line with our findings in the synthetic experi-
ment where the preferences of individual members in non-
uniform groups fade out as groups grow in size, resulting
in less-personalized TPs.
Comparative evaluation. We also presented the partici-
pants of our study with a pair of TPs among the 6 afore-
mentioned TPs, and asked them to choose the one that
they prefer the most, and to state a reason behind their
choice. Table 5 reports results for each pair-wise compari-
son in terms of the percentage of supremacy. For instance,
for small uniform groups, AVTP is preferred over LMTP
in 48% of the time implying that LMTP is preferred over
AVTP in 52% of the time. We observe that TPs associated
with average preference and least misery (AVTP and LMTP
in Table 5) are winners for uniform groups, whereas TPs
associated with disagreement-based methods (ADTP and
DVTP) are winners for non-uniform groups. This finding is
in-line with previous work on group recommendation [5, 6],
where recommendations aggregated with either average
preference or least misery are preferred for uniform groups
where preferences are homogeneous. Similarly, incorporat-
ing inter-member disagreements is shown to be the best
way to reach a consensus within diverse groups.
We also reviewed the statements that the participants
provided to justify their choices. First we focused on cases
where personalized TPs are not preferred. In these cases,
participants often justified their choice only as a tie-breaker:
“I like this TP a little more”, “I think this TP is a bit better”.
For uniform groups, participants mentioned that they prefer
TPs with average preference and least misery because those
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AVTP vs. LMTP vs. ADTP vs. DVTP vs.
LMTP ADTP DVTP NPTP ADTP DVTP NPTP DVTP NPTP NPTP
uniform
small 48% 56% 64% 48% 56% 56% 64% 36% 36% 40%
medium 56% 42% 42% 54% 62% 56% 70% 42% 56% 42%
large 47% 52% 44% 50% 51% 54% 55% 46% 52% 55%
non-uniform
small 27% 27% 66% 60% 40% 73% 40% 60% 60% 47%
medium 43% 73% 46% 53% 73% 66% 67% 46% 43% 67%
large 54% 42% 48% 49% 51% 36% 42% 64% 57% 48%
Table 5: Comparative evaluation of user study. AVTP, LMTP, ADTP, andDVTP refer to personalized TPs obtained
with average preference, least misery, average disagreement, and disagreement variance, respectively, and NPTP
refers to the non-personalized TP.
TPs reflect their personal preferences better: “this TP seems
to me more interesting for my taste”, “with this TP, I can
move around the city more”. We observe the same type of
statements for non-uniform groups in case of disagreement-
based methods, e.g., “there are types of places in this TP that
I want to visit”.
4.4.4 Exploring customization. In this experiment, we
aim to validate the benefit of customization by allowing
group members to interact with travel packages. More pre-
cisely, we want to assess if interacting with personalized TPs
will refine the group profile in such a way that subsequent
TPs are more relevant. To do so, we displayed personalized
TPs on the map of Paris and asked participants to interact
with the CIs forming those TPs by adding, removing, re-
placing POIs or generating new CIs (see the interface in
Figure 3). We then refined the group profile based on the in-
teractions of all group members. We compare the individual
and batch strategies defined in Section 3.3.
With the refined group profile in Paris using either strat-
egy, we built a customized travel package in a comparable
city, namely Barcelona. We then asked our participants to
evaluate the generated TP for Barcelona both in independent
and comparative evaluations. Similar to the personalization
study case in Section 4.4.3, to filter undesired participants,
we injected a random TP which included invalid CIs, and
discarded input from participants who preferred that TP.
Participants were asked to rate the TPs in a scale of 1 to 5. A
total of 18 workers participated in this study. That allowed
us to build one uniform group with 11 members and one
non-uniform group with 7 members. We recruited workers
with an approval rate superior to 90%.
Independent evaluation. Participants in each group were
asked to evaluate three different TPs in Barcelona: the first
one was non-personalized, the second personalized and
customized using the individual strategy, and the third per-
sonalized and customized with the batch strategy. Table 6
reports average ratings. Results are comparable across TPs.
Overall, all travelers were equally satisfied with the POIs in
all the TPs.
Comparative evaluation. Participants in each group were
asked to compare a pair of TPs built from a non-personalized
TP, a personalized and customized TP using the individual
strategy, and a personalized and customized TP with the
batch strategy. Table 6 reports results for each pair-wise
comparison in terms of the percentage of supremacy. For
instance, the batch strategy is preferred over the individual
one in 82% of the time for uniform groups, implying that
the individual strategy is preferred over the batch one only
18% of the time. The batch strategy is by far the best. That
is particularly true for uniform groups. That is in-lined with
the independent study. The intuition is that refining group
profiles directly yields better TPs.
5 RELATEDWORK
5.1 Itineraries and Personalization
The extraction of travel itineraries from Flickr photos was
first proposed in [1] and their personalization in [2] to build
customized city tours. Tailored itineraries are extracted from
Flickr using an objective function that combines POI popu-
larity with the actual user preferences over POI categories.
This approach is not directly applicable to ours, since the
personalization is merely a filtering of extracted trajectories.
In our case, it is the POI composition itself that is person-
alized using the query and travel profile. That makes our
problem computationally more challenging. Another differ-
ence is that unlike itineraries, POIs forming a CI are not
ordered, and hence, their generation relies on a different
model and algorithm (clustering instead of graph traversal).
Finally, in this work we are also interested in generating
travel packages for groups of users traveling together rather
than just a single user.
The idea of learning travel packages was recently ex-
plored in [3]. This work proposed learning topics condi-
tioned on both the tourists and the intrinsic features (i.e.,
locations and travel seasons) of landscapes. As a result, pref-
erences on which landscapes to visit, in which season, and
how to travel from one point to another (transportation
modes), are extracted. This work does not propose inter-
active refinement of one’s travel preferences and does not
support group travel.
5.2 Composite Items
Composite retrieval was studied with different semantics in
recent work [1, 7–10, 13–15, 23]. Most existing algorithms
rely on a two-stage process that decouples the query (e.g., a
CI must contain one museum and 2 restaurants) from the
optimization goal (e.g., each CI is a set of close landmarks in
a city). In [13], it was shown that an integrated approach pro-
duces better representative CIs than a two-stage approach.
We hence build on that and extend it to build personalized
CIs for groups.
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TP type uniform (11 members) non-uniform (7 members)
individual 3.45 3.69
batch 2.91 3.8
non-personalized 3.37 3.83
Table 6: Independent evaluation of customized travel packages.
batch vs. individual vs.
individual non-personalized non-personalized
uniform 82% 63% 54%
non-uniform 72% 57% 14%
Table 7: Comparative evaluation of customized travel packages.
5.3 Recommendation and Interactivity
Out of themultitude of itinerary recommendation approaches
[24–27], only a few are interactive. In [24], a user provides
feedback on the next set of POIs to visit, the system then rec-
ommends the best itineraries and further suggests new POIs,
with optimal utility, to solicit feedback for. In GroupTravel,
the system recommends POIs to replace those unwanted by
a user or to form a CI with some selected POIs. We do not
assume any prior knowledge about a city. Additionally, we
focus on enabling group-based interaction with TPs.
MOBI is a collaborative itinerary planning framework [28].
Each user provides preferences and constraints in the form
of “I want {at most, at least, exactly} [number] {activities,
hours} of {cat1, cat2, · · · , catn }”, which resembles our query.
Users interact with proposed itineraries and are told which
constraints remain to be satisfied. In our work, users in-
tervene in a second stage to refine the package. We have
shown that helping bootstrap travel package construction
is preferred as it induces fewer interactions.
Finally, in our previous work [4], we studied the benefit of
interactivity in the generation of customized travel packages
for a single user. We found that while personalization helps
the selection of relevant POIs to include in a travel package,
customization is necessary to allow users to customize their
travel packages as they explore the alternatives the city has
to offer. Customization has also been shown to help refine
users’ profiles based on their interactions with travel pack-
ages. In this current work, we extend the approaches and
techniques we proposed for generating customized travel
packages to support group travel.
6 CONCLUSION
We develop GroupTravel, a framework that generates travel
package for groups. GroupTravel aggregates individual pref-
erences into a single group preference using consensusmeth-
ods developed for group recommendation. GroupTravel re-
lies on a fuzzy clustering algorithm to generate k valid,
representative, cohesive and personalized composite items
that form a travel package. Travelers can interact with the
generated travel package to further customize it. We run
extensive synthetic and real data experiments and show
that our findings are consistent with previous work in gen-
erating travel packages for single users [4] and in group
recommendation [5, 6].
This work opens several research directions. One im-
mediate challenge is to incorporate different collaboration
models into the primitives used to interact with the TPs.
We are examining different models such as the star model
where a designated traveler moderates all requests from oth-
ers in the same group, the sequential model where a TP is
customized in a pipeline fashion, and a hybrid model where
different primitives are requested in parallel by different
travelers. This additional expressiveness raises new algo-
rithmic questions and new ways of conducting user studies
at scale.
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